PRAPARE
Health Center Engagement and Innovation Awards

These awards will serve as "testing grounds" for unique and innovative (1) PRAPARE implementation methods, (2) populations of focus for PRAPARE implementation, (3) uses of PRAPARE data and/or (4) interventions to respond to PRAPARE data.

Overview of the PRAPARE Health Center Engagement and Innovation Awards

To broaden the understanding and knowledge of PRAPARE, its use, and its impact to help bring PRAPARE to scale, national PRAPARE partners (NACHC, AAPCHO, and OPCA) are launching the first ever PRAPARE Health Center Engagement and Innovation Awards. The purpose of the Engagement and Innovation Awards is to identify, support, and learn from innovative and unique uses and approaches of PRAPARE, as well as to disseminate those models and lessons learned in order to accelerate the use of PRAPARE across health centers and more patients.

Five health centers will be selected and awarded $8,000 for active participation during the award periods. Round One will occur October 2017-May 2018 and Round Two will occur between October 2018-May 2019.

Key Dates

- August 2017: Request for Round One Applications will be released
- September 15, 2017 by midnight EST: Applications due for consideration
- First week in October 2017: Round One Award recipients notified of selection
- October 2017 - June 2018: Round One Award Period

Competitive applicants will demonstrate one or more of the following:

- Innovative ways to implement PRAPARE
- Innovative ways to use and respond to PRAPARE data
- Innovative ways to share PRAPARE data for action
- Population and geographic diversity in PRAPARE Implementation

Interested? Find the application at www.nachc.org/prapare.

Email Shel Lessington, PRAPARE Project Specialist at NACHC (slessington@nachc.org) with questions and comments.

For more information and resources on PRAPARE, visit www.nachc.org/prapare.